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Core Objective:  Critical Thinking Skills—to include creative thinking, innovation, inquiry, and analysis, evaluation and synthesis of 
information 
 

Student Learning Outcome supporting core objective: For each core objective, there must be at least two different methods of assessment. 

SLO Status Student Learning Outcome (SLO) Learning Activity Assessment 

 
The SLO is: 

 
Insert SLO (from Administrative Master Syllabi (AMS)) 

below 

 

Provide a brief name and description of the 

sample learning activity: 

 

Provide a brief name and 

description of the sample quiz, 

exam, rubric, assignment, etc. for 

assessing the objective: 

 

Existing 

Revised 

New 

State 

Mandated 

 
Identify appropriate calculus concepts and techniques to 
provide mathematical models of real-world situations 

and determine solutions to applied problems. (AMS 

SLO E) 

 
A word problem (application) where the 

student must identify variables, assemble the 

correct formulas and solve for the desired 

result. Including a brief paragraph explaining 

what was done. 

 
A quiz, test or discussion board 

artifact showing the student’s 

written answer. Grading for 

correctness and the rubric for 

critical thinking will assess this. 
 

Existing 

Revised 

New 

State 

Mandated 

 
Develop solutions for tangent and area problems using 

the concepts of limits, derivatives, and integrals. (AMS 

SLO A) 

 
A written paragraph explaining the steps one 

takes to find the solution. 

 
A quiz, test or discussion board 

artifact showing the student’s 

written answer. Grading for 

correctness and the rubric for 

critical thinking will assess this. 
 

Existing 

Revised 

New 

State 

Mandated 

 
Determine whether a function is continuous and/or 

differentiable at a point using limits. (AMS SLO C) 

 
Have the student grade an incorrect problem. 

The student should write a brief paragraph 

stating what was done incorrectly and what 

must be done to correct the solution. 

 
A quiz, test or discussion board 

artifact showing the student’s 

written answer. Grading for 

correctness and the rubric for 

critical thinking will assess this. 
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Core Objective:  Communication Skills—to include effective development, interpretation and expression of ideas through written, 

oral and visual communication 
 

Student Learning Outcome supporting core objective: For each core objective, there must be at least two different methods of assessment. 

SLO Status Student Learning Outcome (SLO) Learning Activity Assessment 

 
The SLO is: 

 
Insert SLO (from Administrative Master Syllabi (AMS)) 

below 

 

Provide a brief name and description of the 

sample learning activity: 

 

Provide a brief name and 

description of the sample quiz, 

exam, rubric, assignment, etc. for 

assessing the objective: 

 

Existing 

Revised 

New 

State 

Mandated 

 
Identify appropriate calculus concepts and techniques to 
provide mathematical models of real-world situations 

and determine solutions to applied problems. (AMS 

SLO E) 

 
A word problem (application) where the 

student must identify variables, assemble the 

correct formulas and solve for the desired 

result. Including a brief paragraph explaining 

what was done. 

 
A quiz, test or discussion board 

artifact showing the student’s 

written answer. Grading for 

correctness and the rubric for 

communication will assess this. 
 

Existing 

Revised 

New 

State 

Mandated 

 
Develop solutions for tangent and area problems using 

the concepts of limits, derivatives, and integrals. (AMS 

SLO A) 

 
A written paragraph explaining the steps one 

takes to find the solution. 

 
A quiz, test or discussion board 

artifact showing the student’s 

written answer. Grading for 

correctness and the rubric for 

communication will assess this. 
 

Existing 

Revised 

New 

State 

Mandated 

 
Use differentiation rules to differentiate algebraic and 

transcendental functions. (AMS SLO D) 

 
Have the student grade an incorrect problem. 

The student should write a brief paragraph 

stating what was done incorrectly and what 

must be done to correct the solution. 

 
A quiz, test or discussion board 

artifact showing the student’s 

written answer. Grading for 

correctness and the rubric for 

communication will assess this. 
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Core Objective:  Empirical and Quantitative Skills—to include the manipulation and analysis of numerical data or observable facts 

resulting in informed conclusions 
 

Student Learning Outcome supporting core objective: For each core objective, there must be at least two different methods of assessment. 

SLO Status Student Learning Outcome (SLO) Learning Activity Assessment 

 
The SLO is: 

 
Insert SLO (from Administrative Master Syllabi 

(AMS)) below 

 

Provide a brief name and description of the 

sample learning activity: 

 

Provide a brief name and 

description of the sample quiz, 

exam, rubric, assignment, etc. for 

assessing the objective: 

 

Existing 

Revised 

New 

State 

Mandated 

 
Develop solutions for tangent and area problems 
using the concepts of limits, derivatives, and 

integrals. (AMS SLO A) 

 
A problem where the student computes the 

solution of a given problem to the required 

significant digits. 

 
A quiz, test or discussion board 

artifact showing the student’s 

written answer. Grading for 

correctness and the rubric for EQS 

will assess this. 
 

Existing 

Revised 

New 

State 

Mandated 

 
Draw graphs of algebraic and transcendental functions 

considering limits, continuity, and differentiability at 

a point. (AMS SLO B) 

 
The student graphs an algebraic or transcendental 

function giving correct values for limits, points of 

discontinuity, asymptotes and intercepts to the 

required number of significant digits. 

 
A quiz, test or scanned artifact 

showing the student’s written 

answer. Grading for correctness 

and the rubric for EQS will assess 

this. 
 

Existing 

Revised 

New 

State 

Mandated 

 
Evaluate definite integrals using the Fundamental 

Theorem of Calculus. (AMS SLO F) 

 
Have the student grade an incorrect problem and 

show the correct work to the required significant 

digits. 

 
A quiz, test or discussion board 

artifact showing the student’s 

written answer. Grading for 

correctness and the rubric for EQS 

will assess this. 

 


